With the rapid development of online social networks, there is a trend of information interconnection among online social networks. User's social behaviors are no longer confined to a single network but interact in the form of overlapping networks. Studying the problem of maximizing the influence of overlapping networks can not only make the influence spread to the extent that a single network cannot reach, but also effectively control the cost of advertising while maintaining the scope of diffusion. However, the existing models of user identification and influence propagation in overlapping networks are still not efficient enough. For this reason, this paper studies the problem of maximizing influence in overlapping networks based on user interests. First, network coupling is carried out through the ''bridge'' role of overlapping network users; secondly, independent cascade model is used. On the basis of this, a User Interestbased Influence Propagation Model of the Overlay Network (UI-IPM) is designed. Finally, based on the UI-IPM model, a heuristic algorithm combined with the greedy algorithm is designed to maximize the impact of overlapping networks (UI-IPM) and achieve Influence Maximization of the Overlay Network (IMON) mining seed nodes. The experimental results show the effectiveness of IMON algorithm in terms of influence sphere and time efficiency, and also verify the efficiency of seed nodes mining in overlapping network environment compared with a single network environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of online social network (OSN) services such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+ etc., is exerting positive impacts on data-centric applications by the way of exploiting the social elements of OSNs [1] - [4] . Most of today's data-centric applications utilize various kinds of sensors to continuously collect massive amounts of data. Moreover, social media big data shared via social networks has become an indispensable part of our lives [5] - [7] as OSNs are a rich source of shared messages between users [12] - [17] . Thus, information propagation has become a fundamental component of OSNs with their increasing popularity [8] , [18] - [20] . In general, businesses use information propagation in social networks to sell their goods to the entire social network. In fact, comments and opinions of products The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Liangxiu Han . from the OSN users often have an influential impact on product sales. Generally, user interests propagate through the network, such that users tend to follow other peer users with common or similar interest [21] - [23] . It is common that a given user's influence on a similar user tends to change the opinion and behaviours of the latter [9] - [11] , [24] .
The openness, convenience and content richness of social networks attract a large number of users, and also provide a good platform for online recommendation system and viral marketing. In recent years, precise advertising based on social networks has become the first choice for many advertisers. Among them, the problem of maximizing the influence is based on ''word-of-mouth marketing,'' which has great theoretical and practical value to study the rules of user influence and the mode of influence communication.
Li et al. [25] gave related research progress on the maximization of influence. Domimgos and Richardson [26] first introduced the problem of maximizing influence into the field of online social networks, and gave a detailed definition and evaluation index of the problem. Leskovec et al. [28] formalized the maximization of influence as a discrete optimization problem of mining K nodes with great influence in a particular impact propagation model, and then proved that the maximization of influence is a NP-hard problem and the approximate optimal solution with accuracy of (1-1/e) can be obtained by greedy algorithm, but its time is limited, resulting in High complexity and low efficiency. In order to solve this problem, some researchers have made a series of improvements to the greedy algorithm of the problem of maximizing influence [27] - [30] , and some researchers have proposed heuristic algorithm [31] - [34] to solve this problem. In addition to improving the operational efficiency of the algorithm, there are many tasks to improve the practicability of the problem model, such as improving the accuracy of the impact propagation model by considering the theme perception factor [35] , [36] ; concretely mining the nodes with the greatest global impact into mining the node with the largest influence within a specific geographical location [37] , [38] ; the cost factor is introduced into the problem of maximizing influence [39] , [40] .
All of the above researches are based on a single network to maximize the influence. However, with the increase in users' overlapping network participation behaviour, the interaction between social networks also increases. Scholars began to explore the problem of maximizing the impact from the perspective of overlapping network. Shen et al. [49] used ''interest matching users'' to study the information overlapping network transmission mode, and coupled multiple networks by representing overlapping users as a super node. However, this way cannot reflect the characteristics of users in different networks. Nguyen et al. [46] introduced the concept of maximizing the influence of overlapping networks in the context of viral marketing for the first time, and proposed a coupling scheme that completely retains the transmission characteristics of the original network. Subsequently, two coupling schemes, lossless and lossy, are proposed in [47] . The former retains all attributes of the original network to obtain high-quality solutions, while the latter focuses on time and memory consumption. At the same time, an extensible greedy algorithm is proposed to maximize the impact of minimum cost on multi-social networks.
However, the solution to the problem of maximizing the impact of overlapping networks [41] - [44] has the following two problems. Firstly, it pays too much attention to the coupling mode of multi-network, ignoring the influence of user interest characteristics such as topic preference and interaction preference on influence propagation. These researches points out that, users have a high acceptance of information in the areas they are interested in, and the possibility of promoting a game advertisement to a user who does not play the game is very low; on the contrary, users pay more attention to the people they are interested in, and the influence they get from the people they are interested in is more than from other channels. Therefore, the dissemination of influence in social networks is driven by interest. It makes full use of users 'interest tendency that can simulate and make the process of information dissemination in the network more accurately. Secondly, the existing methods do not solve the problem of maximizing the impact of overlapping networks, which is the computational burden with the increase of network scale.
To this end, this paper first constructs a virtual connection between the same overlapping network users to form a coupling network as a medium. Secondly, based on the independent cascade model, an interest-driven overlapping network influence propagation model (UI-IPM) is proposed to simulate the mode of information transmission within and between networks to make up most of users' interest for high accuracy. Finally, aiming at the time overhead problem which increases with the network scale, a seed node selection method (IMON) combining heuristic and greedy algorithms is proposed to solve the problem of maximizing the impact of overlapping networks.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 1) A high influence user automatic filtering method [12] , [13] is introduced to create a small high-quality training data set by selecting high-influence users from a collection of users [20] . Then, an improved method is designed to accurately identify the real influence of posts over time. And a user interest based overlapping network influence propagation model, named UI-IPM, is studied and designed. Firstly, network coupling is carried out through the ''bridge'' role of overlapping network users; secondly, the independent cascade model is improved. This model not only couples the network through the ''bridge'' role of overlapping network users, but also calculates the impact probability between nodes by considering the differences of information dissemination within and between overlapping network users, as well as the differences of users 'interests, so as to improve the spread range of users' influence. 2) Based on UI-IPM model, this paper studies and designs an overlapping network influence maximization algorithm (IMON) which combines a heuristic algorithm with a greedy algorithm. This algorithm is based on UI-IPM model and uses the heuristic algorithm and greedy algorithm to mine seed nodes to improve the efficiency of IMON algorithm. 3) The experimental results show the effectiveness of the UI-IPM model and the IMON algorithm in terms of influence sphere and time efficiency, and also verify the efficiency of mining seed nodes in overlapping network environment compared with the single network environment. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents a review of related works of influence maximization in overlapped networks. Section III gives the description of the user interest-based influence propagation model in overlapping network and proposes UI-IPM model; in section IV, the experimental data set, baseline approaches, evaluation methods and experimental results are compared and analysed. Finally, the paper summarizes and prospects.
II. RELATED WORK
Owing to the recent developments and increasing popularity of social networks, research on identifying the Influences maximization has gained considerable attention, which mainly depends on the diffusion ability, topic popularity, individual characteristics and network structure [12] - [18] .
Influences maximization is a seed node selection problem based on viral marketing and information dissemination model. It is widely used in advertising, rumor warning and other fields, and has become a hot research topic in social network analysis. However, most of the existing research is usually applied to a specific social network, only analyzing various data in a single network, resulting in low accuracy and narrow influence sphere of users.
The problem of maximizing influence in a single network has been fully explored by scholars since it was proposed. For example, some scholars consider that using the community structure of social networks can reduce the scale of problem processing and save time and expenses: CGA algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [42] first divides the network into several communities, then adopts dynamic programming algorithm to calculate the community where the seed nodes should be selected in each round, and finally uses MixGreen algorithm to solve the problem of how the community seeks seed nodes. Some scholars start to solve the problem by publishing content on the internet: Barbieri et al. [35] studied social influence through topic modeling, and proposed topicaware models TIC and TLT based on traditional IC model and LT model, which can more accurately simulate information diffusion in the real world; Chen et al. [36] studied the impact of topic-aware on the problem of force maximization. Li et al. [37] studied it from the point of view of geographical location for the first time, aiming at finding K seed nodes in a given geographical region that can spread influence to the largest extent in this region. Since then, more in-depth studies have been done recently. In addition, some scholars have studied the maximization of influence from the aspects of time perception [43] - [45] , dynamic [46] , and competitiveness [47] - [49] . In short, the problem of maximizing influence in a single network has been fully studied from various angles and directions.
With the increasing participation of many users across social networks platforms, the intersection of various social networks has also increased. Scholars began to explore the maximization of influence from the perspective of overlapping networks. To start with, scholars began to explore information dissemination modes in multiple networks. Literature [44] uses the SIR model to simulate the diffusion of information in random networks. This paper studies the properties of disconnected nodes in multiple networks for the first time, which provides clues for further research on the diffusion of information and influence in multiple networks. In [45] , an event-based social network is proposed, which links the online virtual social network with the offline real social network and realizes the simulation of information flow and community discovery in the network. Since then, Nguyen et al. [46] introduced the concept of maximizing the influence of overlapping networks in the context of viral marketing for the first time, and proposed a coupling scheme that completely retains the transmission characteristics of the original network. In this paper, a linear threshold model is used to allow seed nodes to cross-propagate the influence in multiple networks in order to achieve the goal of maximizing the influence in multiple networks and the purpose of spreading to the widest extent in the network. In order to further reduce the cost of selecting seed nodes, the authors set budgetary constraints for maximizing the impact of overlapping networks in [47] , and further proposed two network coupling schemes: lossless and lossy. The former retains all attributes of the original network to obtain high-quality solutions, while the latter focuses on time and loss.
At the same time, a scalable greedy algorithm is proposed to maximize the impact in multiple networks while guaranteeing the minimum overhead. Zhan et al. [48] defined overlapping users with accounts in multiple networks as anchor users, links between anchor users 'accounts as anchor links, and multiple social networks with anchor users as partially matched online social networks. Seed nodes are mined in the network, and two paths are defined to simulate the overlapping network transmission of information. In addition, some scholars solve overlapping network influence maximization based on IC model, which proves that the multi-channel influence maximization in IC model is NP-hard problem, and proposes three approximate solutions for this problem: greedy algorithm, node degree-based and reverse reachable set-based. In view of the fact that most of the current algorithms for maximizing the impact of overlapping networks are based on the network's topological structure and do not fully take into account the special attributes of users in the network, Shen et al. [49] used ''interest matching users'' to study the mode of overlapping network transmission of information. Through the real social network Twitter, Experiments on academic cooperative networks demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Maximizing the influence of overlapping networks is an extension of maximizing the impact of a single network, i.e. mining a group of users in a given number of social networks so that they can influence as many users as possible in the overall scope of these social networks, in which users within these networks will disseminate information within each network, and overlapping networks. Users will cross-disseminate information between networks. Therefore, the research on maximizing the influence of overlapping networks needs to be based on the information exchange between networks, and overlapping network users are the connecting media between different networks.
To this end, in this paper, an interest-driven overlapping network influence propagation model (UI-IPM) is proposed to simulate the mode of information transmission within and between networks to make up most of users' interest for high accuracy. Moreover, aiming at the time overhead problem which increases with the network scale, a seed node selection method (IMON) combining heuristic and greedy algorithms is proposed to solve the problem of maximizing the impact of overlapping networks.
III. A UI-IPM MEASURE
As we can see from Figure 1 , the proposed UI-IPM model consists of three main components. A HITS based influential user filtering method [13] creates a small high-quality training dataset. A DNS model [50] is used to discover the real dynamic influence of posts, which forms the basis for discovering the real dynamic influence of users and evaluate the dynamic influence of users with various event topics over time. An improved information dissemination model [51] is used to simulate the real information dissemination process by optimizing the IC model. 
A. EXTRACTING HIGH-INFLUENCE USERS
In the original HITS algorithm [13] , a link is used to represent the hyperlinks between Web pages. However, in our proposed method, the link represents a relationship between a user and a post such as publishing or retweeting or replying. Further, the improved HITS algorithm creates a small high-quality dataset [16] - [18] , [40] - [41] .
B. DYNAMIC NETWORK STRUCTURE MODEL
Most often, the global influence of posts may not be applicable, but propagating through the complex networks can help us choose a high-quality post from a network of neighbour posts along with obtaining its neighbour posts' information [16] .
means there is a connection between these two nodes, otherwise, the edge does not exist.
Definition 2 (Influence Sphere δ (S)): S is the initial set of core nodes, and δ(S) represents the number of nodes that can be affected in the influence propagation model starting with set S.
The problem of influence maximization can be transformed into a discrete problem. The social network is rep-
denotes the set of edges between nodes in G, S is the set of target core nodes, K is the number of target core nodes, and δ(S) is the number of nodes that setS can activate. Therefore, the problem of influence maximization can be defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Influence Maximization Problem): In social network G (V, E), given the number of target nodes K and time T , under the specific influence propagation model, the aim is to discover the initial set of nodes composed of K nodes, from which the set begins to activate other nodes, and ultimately reaches the maximum number of nodes, that is, the maximum influence sphere of the initial core nodes, that is, δ(S).
C. IMPROVED INFORMATION DISSEMINATION MODEL
An Independent cascade model, named the IC model, is the most widely used information dissemination model in social networks. As we can see from Figure 2 , this is the process of IC model. Basic Idea: the active node B and D attempt to activate the neighbor node A through a system variable: success probability. If it fails, the effect is discarded.
Process: 1. Given the initial set of activated nodes, at time t, when node B is activated, it can affect its neighbor A. the probability of success is 0.3, which is not affected by other nodes. The larger the value is, the more likely A is to be affected.
2. If more than one neighbor node of A is activated at t-1 time, these nodes will try to activate node A in turn at t time. If node B successfully activates node A, then node A becomes active at t + 1 time. And from now on, it can affect its neighbor nodes. Repeat the above steps.
Thus this model can be used to simulate information dissemination in social networks [51] .
In the process of real information dissemination, the activation probability between nodes is related to the degree of intimacy, interest topic similarity and information reception among nodes and the activation probability among different nodes are different. In this paper, an improved information dissemination model, named UTP-IC, is proposed to simulate the real information dissemination process by optimizing the IC model through the factors affecting the activation probability P vu .
The more contacts the users have, the closer the relationship is. This kind of intimate relationship can reflect the possibility of information dissemination among users.
Definition 4 (Node Intimacy): NI VU can be used to express the degree of intimacy between nodes. It can be divided into two parts: concern relationship and contact frequency. If there is a direct concern relationship between nodes, it is considered that they are good friends. The contact frequency includes the number of forwards and comments. As shown in the following Formula:
where adj vu denotes the path of concern from node u to v, when u concerns v, adj vu = 1, otherwise 0. R v,u denotes the connection frequencies of nodes v and u, and n i=1 R vu i denotes the connection frequencies of v and all its neighbor nodes u i α is 0.5.
Users' interests and preferences also affect the probability of information dissemination. Users with similar interests are more prone to information dissemination. Users' interests and preferences can be expressed by their topic distribution.
Definition 5 (Topic Similarity Topic vu ): Topic vu denotes the similarity of topic distribution between v and u. The calculation formula is as follows:
is the interest topic dissimilarity, and D JS (v, u) is the JS divergence of the subject probability distribution between node v and u.
In addition, the activation probability is also related to the information acceptance ability of the inactive node to the active node. Each node has the ability to transmit and receive information. The influential node has a weak ability to accept the influence. The less influential the node is, the easier the node accepts the information transmitted to it by other nodes.
Definition 6 (Information Acceptance Ia v←u ): Ia v←u is the degree of information acceptance, which indicates the degree of information acceptance of node v to neighbor node u. The calculation formula is as follows:
Among them, PI (u) represents the potential influence of node u, which is calculated according to PageRank centrality.
To sum up, the intimacy and interest topic similarity of nodes can be used as weights of social network relations, which can affect the probability of information transmission between nodes to a certain extent. Combining with the information acceptance of nodes, the probability of information transmission among nodes can be described. The propagation probability formula of information from node u to v is as follows:
Among them, λ is a harmonic parameter, and the intimacy of nodes is as important as the interest topic similarity of nodes. Therefore, the value of λ in this paper is 0.5.
The propagation process of UTP-IC model is consistent with IC model. An active node activates an inactive neighbor node by activation probability between the active node and its neighbor node. Each active node has only one chance to activate its neighbor node. The UTP-IC model is calculated by combining the intimacy, interest topic similarity and information acceptance of the nodes. With the probability P vu , the UTP-IC model can better simulate the real information transmission process in social networks.
Definition 7 (Overlapping Network User/Non-Overlapping Network User): At the same time, users who have accounts in the network G1 and in the network G2 are called overlapping network users, whereas those who only have accounts in one network are called non-overlapping network users.
Correspondingly, in the social network topology, the nodes corresponding to overlapping network users are called overlapping network nodes, and the nodes corresponding to non-overlapping network users are called non-overlapping network nodes.
Definition 8 (real Individuals): Real individuals are the corresponding and differentiable individuals of accounts in social networks in the real world.
Definition 9 (Overlapping Networks): If social networks and overlapping network users contain a certain number, they are called a pair of G 1 and G 2 overlapping networks. C i ⊂ V i (i = 1, 2) are the nodes set of overlapping network G 1 and G 2 , and the overlap(G 1 , G 2 ) = |C 1 | |V 1 |+|V 2 | is the sum of overlap degree of G 1 and G 2 .
Definition 10 (Seed Node Sets S): Seed nodes, as the starting point of influence propagation, are the nodes initially activated and try to activate their neighbors with their own influence. The set consisting of seed nodes is called the seed node set S, which is recorded as a seed node set.
Definition 11 (Influence Areas σ (S)): According to the given influence propagation model, the set of real individuals activated directly or indirectly by all seed nodes u ∈ S is expressed as σ (S).
In this paper, we use the activated real individuals rather than the activated nodes to define the scope of impact. The reason is that the activated nodes in overlapping network environment may contain more overlapping network users, and the effect of impact propagation ultimately works on a real individual. If the number of activated nodes is used to quantify the scope of impact, the size of the influence sphere will lead to repeated calculation, which makes the influence sphere too high.
Definition 12 (Influence Maximization of Overlapping Network Algorithm IMON): The goal of maximizing the impact of overlapping networks is to mine the optimal seed node set S * of the largest size from a pair of overlapping networks to spread the influence to the remaining nodes in the two networks, so as to maximize the influence sphere σ (S), i.e S * = arg max S⊆V 1 ∪V 2 ,|S|=k δ(S).
1) USER INTEREST BASED INFLUENCE PROPAGATION MODEL
The key to coupled overlapping networks is to understand the specific mode of information overlapping network transmission in the light of realistic background. As shown in Figure 3 , given a pair of overlapping networks and a pair of overlapping network nodes, the sum of nodes is a pair of overlapping network nodes, which receive information from their respective participating networks and then propagate it to another network with a certain probability. Using this feature, the UI-IPM model abstracts the virtual channel of information transmission between each pair of overlapping network nodes on the basis of retaining all the structural features of the two networks, thus coupling and coupling them into a coupled network G. UI-IPM model is the application and the improvement of independent cascade model in an overlapping network environment. This section describes the impact propagation process of the model, as shown in Figure 4 . The influence propagation in coupled networks includes two parts: internal transmission and overlapping network transmission. Each seed node tries to activate its adjacent inactive nodes with a certain probability. The new active nodes generated at each time will participate in the propagation in the same way at the next moment. If no new node is activated or reaches the set threshold, the propagation process will terminate.
In Figure 4 , V 4 <V 1 , V 5 <V 1 and U 3 <V 2 are active nodes at t-time, where V 5 and U 3 are a pair of overlapping nodes. These three nodes will exert influence on their outgoing neighbors, such as the inactive nodes V 3 and V 6 in node V 4 with probability and attempted activation respectively, while the same nodes V 5 and U 3 try to activate the nodes V 1 , V 6 , V 7 and the nodes U 1 , U 4 , U 6 and U 7 in node V 5 and U 3 with certain probability. If the node U 7 is successfully activated by the nodeU 3 , then the probability and the attempt to activate the nodes U 4 and U 8 will be used at t+1, respectively. If the overlapping network node V 7 is activated by the node V 5 , it will transmit the information overlapping network to the node U 5 with probability, which is an attempt process of information dissemination in the overlapping network.
Activation in the UI-IPM model is performed only once. In Figure 4 , since node U 8 can only receive the influence of node U 7 , once it is not activated successfully by U 7 , it can only remain inactive during the propagation of influence. On the contrary, node U 4 can receive the influence of U 3 and U 7 nodes, once it is activated successfully by either of them, it can be converted into active state.
2) IMON ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The specific steps of IMON algorithm are shown in algorithm 1. Step1-Step6 is the heuristic stage of the algorithm and Step7 ∼ Step16 is the greedy stage of the algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we use two popular influence models and their improved versions as our baseline methods, namely HITS-based methods [51] and PageRank-based methods [50] , validate the performance of our proposed model.
A. DATASET
The dataset is collected from Twitter [50] , which is composed of 1,500,000 posts and 36,052 users. As discussed above, to reduce the impact of the bump phenomenon, we only included those users who published or retweeted or replied to posts in our dataset.
B. BASELINE APPROACHES
The effectiveness of the proposed UI-IPM method is validated by comparing our proposed model against HITS +DNS+IC [13] and PageRank+DNS+IC [50] .
This paper discusses the operation results of the IMON algorithm from the following four aspects:
1) Comparing the IMON algorithm with benchmark algorithm in terms of influence sphere and time overhead to verify the performance of the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 IMON algorithm
Input: Coupled network, number of seed nodes k, proportional parameter (p = k 0 /n(n = |V 1 | + |V 2 |, p ∈ (0, 1]) Output: Seed Node Set S Step1. Initialize the set of candidate nodes S 0 = ∅ and mark the status label of all nodes in the coupled network as Selected=0.
Step 2. Calculate the potential impact PI of all nodes in the coupled network according to formula (4) and rank them according to the size of PI value.
Step 3. Select the node V with the largest PI value and the status label Selected=0 as the candidate node and put it into the set S 0 .
Step 4. If |S 0 | ≥ p * n, go to Step 6, otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5. Judging whether v is an overlapping network node: If v is an overlapping network node, set the status label of v to Selected=1 and go to Step3; otherwise, set the status label of v and its corresponding overlapping network node u to Selected=1 and go to Step 3;
Step 6. Output candidate node set S 0 and continues to perform step 7.
Step 7. Initialize the seed node set and set t = 1;
Step 8. According to formula (5), the influence increment σ (u |S ) of nodes u ∈ S 0 \Son t-wheel is calculated and sorted from large to small according to the results.
Step 9. Select the node v 1 with the greatest influence increment σ (v 1 |S ) = max σ (u |S ) of the t-wheel, and then remove v 1 from S 0 .
Step 10. If |S| is greater than or equal to k, then move to step 16, otherwise Step 11 will be executed.
Step 11. At this time, the node v 3 with the second largest impact increment is recorded as BaseNode, and the impact increment of v 3 in the t-wheel is recorded as BaseValue = σ (v 3 |S ).
Step 12. Let t = t + 1;
Step 13. Calculate the impact increment σ (u |S ) of node V 2 which has the greatest impact increment in the t-1 round at this time. If σ (v 2 |S ) ≥ BaseValue, then go to Step 14, otherwise it goes to Step 15.
Step 14.
Put v 2 into the collection and remove it, then move to Step 10.
Step 15. According to the order of influence increment σ (u |S ) of the first round, the influence increment of other nodes except V 2 in the first round is calculated in turn, in which u ∈ S 0 \S, then go to Step 9.
Step 16. Output the seed node set S and the algorithm ends.
2) The influence of parameter p setting on IMON algorithm is analyzed by experimental results.
3) The composition of seed nodes and activated nodes are analyzed to illustrate the importance of overlapping network nodes for influence propagation and the difference of information transmission capability among different networks.
4)
To verify the advantages of overlapping network influence transmission through comparative experiments. In order to verify the effectiveness of IMON algorithm in selecting seed nodes, this paper chooses the following three benchmark algorithms to compare with them, in which the parameter p of IMON algorithm is set to p =0.25.
Greedy-IMON: Greedy algorithm is used to select the nodes with high marginal influence from the coupled network as seed nodes, and UI-IPM model is used to simulate the diffusion of influence.
Degree-IMON: Based on the maximum heuristic algorithm, the seed node selection strategy is to select the largest node in the coupling network in turn.
Random Icon: randomly select seed nodes until the number of nodes meets the requirements.
C. EVALUATION METHODS
The overlap coefficient [35] is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the minimum of the size of the two sets.
In this paper, the overlap coefficient is mainly used in the two sets of the most influential nodes obtained from the ranking algorithm and the Independent Cascade Model (IC) [32] . The higher the overlap is, the more reliable the ranking algorithm.
Meanwhile, the following evaluation criteria are also used to verify the proposed model: Recall and Precision. They are defined as follows:
The Recall rate indicates the proportion of detecting influential users being relevant, as shown below:
where influentials r represents a result set of influential users discovered by the proposed model, and influentials t represents a true set of influential users discovered by HITS, PageRank and the proposed model. The precision rate indicates the proportion of the relevant influential users in the real set of influential users, as shown below:
Precision= |influentials r ∩ influentials t | |influentials r |
D. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
1) COMPARISON OF INFLUENCE SPHERE
As shown in Figure 5 , the IMON algorithm and the Greedy-IMON algorithm have almost the same influence sphere, and are always better than the other two algorithms. The influence sphere of IMON algorithm is slightly lower than that of Greedy-IMON algorithm when k is less than 75.
With the increase of k value, it achieves reverse overshoot at k =100, and then falls below the latter at k =175. This is because IMON algorithm screens out candidate nodes with high potential PI in the heuristic stage, but this strategy can not avoid that some nodes with high impact are deprived of the possibility of selecting seed nodes. When k is small, the IMON algorithm can almost guarantee that the selected candidate nodes are the ones with the highest real impact ranking, but it can hardly exclude some truly influential nodes. Therefore, before k =175, the IMON algorithm can maintain almost the same influence sphere curve as the Greedy-IMON algorithm. With the increase of k value to a certain value (k = 175 in this experiment), the algorithm can not guarantee that the candidate nodes are the most influential in the whole coupled network, so the influence sphere of IMON algorithm gradually decreases until it is lower than that of the Greedy-IMON algorithm. However, in the actual viral marketing, the budget of an advertisement is usually limited, and the number of seed nodes is usually not very large. Therefore, within a certain budget, IMON algorithm can still guarantee good results. On the other hand, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the influence sphere curve of Degree-IMON algorithm shows a continuous upward trend, but much lower than that of IMON algorithm and Greedy-IMON algorithm. It can be seen that although the heuristic algorithm is simple in thought, it is impossible to avoid a large number of overlapping influence among the selected nodes because the simulation propagation of influence is not carried out when selecting seed nodes, which results in that the influence can not be spread to a larger range. It also shows that under the environment of overlapping network influence propagation, the size of node degree can not directly represent the size of its influence, and the set of seed nodes selected directly by the degree of the node may not necessarily get a better influence propagation range. In addition, it can be seen that Random-IMON algorithm achieves a very small influence sphere and its curve shows an irregular trend of change, and even declines in the process of k value increase. The reason is that the random selection of seed nodes for influence propagation does not make rational use of the network topology and the nature of nodes. The poor effect also shows that the effect of using the maximum influence algorithm to select the more influential seed nodes for influence propagation is significant.
The proper number of popular user topics: In order to verify the time efficiency of the algorithm, this paper tests the time required for four comparison algorithms to mine seed node sets of size k = 50 in the coupled network. The specific results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the time efficiency of Degree-IMON algorithm and Random-IMON algorithm is very high, because the former only needs to calculate the outgoing of the nodes and then select the seed nodes in turn. The running time of the latter depends on the number of network nodes N and the number of seed nodes k. The node outgoing calculation is very simple and N and k are given beforehand, so the two algorithms are very short. Greedy-IMON algorithm uses greedy strategy to select seed nodes. For each seed node, it needs to simulate impact propagation and recalculate the impact increment of each node, which takes a long time. At k =50, the running time of Greedy-IMON algorithm has reached 25614s. With the increase of k value, the running time of Greedy-IMON algorithm is too long to be applied to a real scene. IMON uses two-stage method to mine seed nodes, among which heuristic stage screens out candidate nodes with high potential impact. In the subsequent greedy stage, only seed nodes need to be mined from a small set of candidate nodes, so the time-consuming is much lower than Greedy-IMON algorithm.
In summary, the IMON algorithm can significantly reduce the running time when the influence sphere is almost consistent with that of the greedy algorithm, thus its effectiveness is verified.
2) INFLUENCE OF PARAMETER P SETTING ON ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ABOUT THE INFLUENCE SPHERE OF THE ALGORITHM
The size of candidate node set is adjusted by parameters. The selection of parameters has a great influence on the result of seed node selection, the size of influence sphere and the operation efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore, this paper sets parameters from 0.15 to 0.05 in turn until p =0.3. By comparing the experimental results, the analysis value changes to the algorithm.
As shown in Figure 6 , when the value of k is small, the change of the value has little effect on the sphere of the IMON algorithm. This is because almost all the nodes with the highest influence are selected as candidate nodes, and few nodes with high influence are selected, which guarantees that high-quality nodes can be excavated in the greedy stage. When the value of kincreases to a certain value (k = 100 in our comparative experiment), the influence of the value on the IMON algorithm becomes larger. The smaller value leads to the smaller set of candidate nodes selected in the heuristic stage, which inevitably excludes some nodes with higher influence and reduces the accuracy of the algorithm. Table 2 shows the influence of different values at k = 50 on the running time of the algorithm. It can be seen that the running time of the algorithm becomes longer with the increase in value. Because the larger the candidate node set, the more nodes need to calculate the marginal influence increment in the greedy stage, and the more times of Monte Carlo simulation. Finding a reasonable balance between the influence sphere and time efficiency is the goal of the algorithm. In the experiment of this data set, the influence sphere of IMON algorithm is almost the same as that of Greedy-IMON algorithm from p =0. 25 . On the contrary, as the value continues to increase, the running time of IMON algorithm increases greatly. Therefore, the results of cross-comparison experiment show that the influence sphere of IMON algorithm is similar to that of Greedy-IMON algorithm. Thus the IMON algorithm has the best comprehensive performance at 0.25.
3) THE INFLUENCE OF PARAMETER P ON THE RUNNING TIME OF THE ALGORITHM
In this paper, we analyze the composition of seed node set and final activated node set through experiments and also analyzes the difference of contribution ability of the two networks to influence propagation. Figure 7 shows the composition of the seed node set selected by IMON algorithm when p = 0.25, that is, the proportion of overlapping and non-overlapping nodes changes with the number of seed nodes k. In Figure 7 , ''Both'' denotes the nodes that participate in both networks at the same time, i.e. overlapping network nodes. The corresponding ''Twitter'' and ''Facebook'' denote the non-overlapping network nodes that only participate in the two networks, respectively. Besides, Figure 7 shows that no matter how much k is set, the proportion of non-overlapping nodes from the Twitter network is always larger than that from the Facebook network, that is, the contribution rate of the Twitter network to seed nodes is higher than 37%, and the corresponding contribution rate of the Facebook network reaches 33.5% which is the maximum value at k = 200. This is because the size of the Twitter network in this experimental data set is obviously larger than that of the Facebook network, and the degree of nodes in the Twitter network is generally higher, so selecting nodes in the Twitter network as seed nodes can achieve a better influence sphere.
4) COMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF SEED NODE SET
Further analysis shows that with the increase of k value, the contribution rate of the Twitter network to seed nodes decreases gradually, while that of the Facebook network increases gradually. The reason is that when k is small, the nodes in the larger Twitter network can provide more potentially influential nodes than those in the Facebook network. When k increases to a certain value, most of the nodes in the Twitter network have been activated. At this time, the high-impact nodes in the Facebook network can achieve better impact in the coupled network. Therefore, the algorithm tends to choose the nodes in the Facebook network as seed nodes.
5) COMPARISON OF OVERLAPPING AND NON-OVERLAPPING NETWORK NODES
As can be seen from Figure 7 , the proportion of overlapping network nodes in seed node set is higher than 25% in four groups of experiments. However, the overlap degree of two networks in experimental data set is only about 8.5%. When k = 50, the proportion of overlapping nodes in seed nodes reaches 36%, and then decreases slightly with the increase of k value, and decreases to 25.5% at k = 200. Overlapped network nodes have a higher proportion of seed nodes because they can affect their friends in both networks at the same time, so they are easier to be selected as seed nodes than users who only participate in one network. When the K value is small, the contribution of overlapping network nodes to influence propagation is great, and the larger the K value, the smaller the contribution. This is because when many overlapping network nodes with great influence in both networks have been selected as seed nodes, the influence sphere has spread greatly in the coupled network, and then the two networks do not participate in the heavy load. The influence diffusion among overlapping network groups contributes more to the overall influence sphere, so overlapping network nodes are no longer favored.
In summary, reasonable use of overlapping network propagation characteristics of overlapping network nodes can effectively reduce the number of seed nodes. Figure 8 shows the histogram of the composition of the activation node set varying with the k value, i.e. the distribution of all the seed nodes selected by the IMON algorithm in the two networks. In Figure 8 , ''Both'' denotes the activated overlapping network nodes, and the corresponding ''Twitter'' and ''Facebook'' denote the activated non-overlapping network nodes that only participate in the two networks. Among all active nodes, the proportion of overlapping network nodes is small, and the maximum proportion is less than 8% when k = 50. With the increase of seed node set, the number of activated overlapping network nodes shows a slower growth trend, but the proportion of all activated nodes gradually decreases, and the proportion decreases to 6.7% when k = 200.
6) ANALYSIS OF ACTIVATION NODE SET COMPOSITION
If overlapping network nodes are not considered, the distribution of activated non-overlapping network nodes in the two networks is analyzed separately. With the increase of kvalue from 50 to 200, the proportion of the final activated non-overlapping network nodes belonging to Facebook network increases from 39.5% to 45.8%, whereas the activated non-overlapping network nodes belong to Twitter network. The proportion decreased slightly, from 52.4% to 47.7%. This phenomenon corresponds to the composition of seed node set. When k is small, more seed nodes come from Twitter network, so most of the final activated nodes come from Twitter network. With the increase of k value, the algorithm tends to select nodes in Facebook network as seed nodes, thus there are more activation nodes that belong to Facebook network.
Further analysis shows that there is a slight imbalance between the number of seed nodes selected and the number of nodes finally activated in the two networks. Taking k = 50 as an example, about 52.4% of the active nodes (without considering overlapping nodes) belong to the Twitter network. However, according to Fig. 7 , seed nodes from Twitter account for 63% of the total seed nodes at k = 50. Similarly, 37% seed nodes at k = 50 belong to the Facebook network, whereas the final seed nodes in the Facebook network are activated. Nodes accounted for about 39.5% of the total active nodes. Obviously, the proportion of active nodes in the network with smaller number of seed nodes has increased, whereas the network with more seed nodes has failed to activate the nodes in the network in the same proportion. This phenomenon shows that even though the overlapping network nodes provide the channel of influence propagation for the two networks, the ability of users in different networks to accept influence is different, and the ability of influence transmission in different networks is also different.
7) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS
Firstly, traditional methods (i.e. HITS method, PageRank method) are used to grade all the users in microblogging networks. Table 3 presents the correlation coefficient of the influential users according to different centrality of our proposed UI-IPM model and the IC models. In fact, a large number of users obtain the same score when using the HITS method and the PageRank method. However, the HITS+DNS method and the PageRank+DNS method present the same ranking for users whose degree is not large. 
8) ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE SEED NODES IN THE COUPLED NETWORK AND IN THE TWO INDEPENDENT NETWORKS WITHOUT CONSIDERING THE TIME EFFICIENCY
In this paper, we compare the influence of the seed nodes in the coupled network and in the two independent networks without considering the time efficiency. In this group of comparative experiments, the influence sphere is quantified by the number of nodes that are finally activated, and three of them are described as follows.
IMON (p = 0.25): The proposed algorithm uses UI-IPM model to simulate the propagation of influence in coupled networks, and uses heuristic and greedy strategies to select seed nodes in two stages, where the parameter p is 0.25.
Twitter-IMON: This algorithm only uses the internal channel of Twitter network to spread influence, and uses greedy algorithm to select seed nodes. The simulation of influence propagation is implemented by IC model. Facebook-IMON: Similar to Twitter-IMON, greedy algorithms are used to mine seed nodes in Facebook networks and IC models are used to simulate the propagation of influence. Figure 9 shows the number of seed nodes needed for each of the three comparison algorithms to achieve the same scale of impact (i.e., the number of active nodes). It can be seen that compared with the other two algorithms, IMON algorithm can use fewer nodes to spread influence to a large number of nodes in two networks, that is, IMON algorithm mining seed nodes with higher quality. In addition, compared with Twitter-IMON and Facebook-IMON algorithms, it is found that more seed nodes are needed to achieve the same scale of impact in the Facebook network, because the number of nodes and connections between nodes in the Facebook network are very small, and influence is difficult to spread in this network. In summary, the rational use of overlapping network influence propagation characteristics of overlapping network nodes for influence propagation can not only have greater influence propagation space, but also achieve a broader influence sphere with higher efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, firstly, a UI-IPM model is proposed considering both the information transmission characteristics of overlapping network nodes and the user's interest characteristics. Secondly, on the basis of UI-IPM model, the IMON algorithm is proposed to mine seed nodes in two stages. In the heuristic stage, the degree centrality of nodes is used to preliminarily screen candidate nodes, which reduces a large amount of running time. In the greedy stage, the greedy algorithm optimized according to the characteristics of submodules further mines seed nodes and improves the algorithm's precision degree. Finally, the experimental results show the effectiveness of IMON algorithm in resolving the problem of maximizing the influence of overlapping networks in terms of influence sphere and time efficiency, and verify the efficiency of overlapping network mining seed nodes compared with single network environment. And our experimental results show the effectiveness of the UI-IPM model and the IMON algorithm in terms of influence sphere and time efficiency, and also verify the efficiency of mining seed nodes in overlapping network environment compared with the single network environment.
Next, by increasing the number of networks to study the problem of maximizing the influence of overlapping networks in a larger network environment, and trying to find other entry points, it is a further research topic to study and design a more comprehensive and realistic influence propagation model.
